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     Chill Peace (Lyrics) 

Hook: 

Chill… L.O.V.E . 

Peace… Power We Owe G (2 times) 

 

Verse 1: 

Whatever it is it was we said we say we got to Lift it Up,  

Spirit from the Most High within pray don't interrupt,  

the journaling along together collectively strong as we grow we know L.O.V.E stuff 

 

Patience... here with us right now, kick snare in the moment,  

it's ok but worry never adds to the focus, it just distracts, yes, we know this 

 

Gotta address a few things have our pivot Peace K 

Trust that the Spirit of love hugs our people everyday (Tao) 

Owlin Universal gratitude aware every way 

Healing frictions of Earth cultures different, yet the same pray 

 

Separate is illusion witness love teaches hate 

Like delusion forcing lies center (of) tension sleep fakes 

Same drama different grid sleeper loop match makes 

All respect we know it's just a daily smile for love sake 

 

Hook: 

Chill… L.O.V.E . 

Peace… Power We Owe G (2 times) 
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Verse 2: 

Scarcity Lenin remnants Rapture peace is there to listen 

Spirit tried to reach their prize within their truth is really missing 

Centralized control then and now axis of evil dissin' 

Things ain't what they seem so lighten up, we gone fishin' 

 

If someone doesn’t receive your peace, let it return to U, cool 

Cool cool, slow and easy respect Fam, we knew 

Chill... really we know true 

Ain't about the skin flesh that's why they snooze 

 

Takes work to be a parent we have to Mom n' Dad the chatter 

Shh. Together settled down spiritual realm make it matter 

Sage music monk we show we care, you know we climb the ladder 

Hoping Nations wake to peace, The Tao is Love so don't scatter 

 

Lift it up, how U dig summer Comfort class leap 

Slow and easy steady not synthetic drama traumaley (How many times can we say drama trauma :o) 

Pushin' peace, not a culture friction drawin' on argue meets 

L.O.V.G.O.D. and L.U.K. here's beat 

 

Hook: 

Chill… L.O.V.E . 

Peace… Power We Owe G (4 times) 

 

Outro: Peace to the People’s Free Markets, All of Us to Us, We know it’s Oneness or separation, that’s 

the real story message, we don’t have to be frazzled or exhausted to prosper, beyond economic 

disparity…Peace to “Cool 6” Spiritual Discernment The future of Owlin Peace. Peace to “There is Power 

in the Name”. And OG “Bumble Bee outfits” First day...still got it on :o) Hoping to make ordinary 

moments extraordinary. Onelove. Peace 


